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Name

Project Name

Address

Address

City

State

Zip

Telephone #

Fax #

E_Mail address

Application form - request for vehicle specification & quotation. If you have a unique application or simply would like to compare storage 
concepts - allow us to suggest and price quote our equipment. PMH is 
your one stop source for VNA vehicles and equipment. 
We offer a wide variety of solutions  with the broadest range of vehicles.  
  
Upon completion of the form the preliminary vehicle dimensions will be 
displayed below. These are based on the layout and load dimensions 
supplied and remain subject to modification and engineering approval :

Ext

Wa

Vehicle Model 
EK

This form requires the use of Adobe Reader - to calculate & fill in the  vehicle dimensions  

Get Adobe Readere - https://get.adobe.com/reader/

https://get.adobe.com/reader/
https://get.adobe.com/reader/
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Insertion Length

Width facing aisle

Load Height

Load Length

Load width

  
ENTER the PALLET dimensions

Load may OVERHANG the pallet 
ENTER the LOAD dimensions (required) 
in order to obtain the recommended calculated  aisle size

Picture indicates the maximum 
uniform allowable load overhang 
dimension - based on the LOAD and 
PALLET dimensions entered

10"

Minimum Safety  
clearance dimension

Rack Beam

Load in  
Rack

Ast
Recommended Aisle - Ast 
based on  the LOAD size

Enter the LOAD - then the 
PALLET (Insertion / Width) 
dimensions. 
  
This is used to determine 
the aisle size as well as 
determine the  width of 
the vehicle cabin & chassis.
  
Other factors that may 
influence the aisle size and 
vehicle dimensions are 
floor conditions, lift 
height, capacity at 
elevation, very large or 
unstable loads.
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Type of Pallet

Load Description

Load Overhang

Various Load sizes

Steinbock VNA Turret Trucks maintain their capacity ratings at higher elevations than conventional lifts and competiotrs. Please consider the maximum load weight at 
the desired elevation as well as the  lower storage regions. Please enter the Max Load weight and Fork elevation below.  
(Max Load Weight - required to determine base vehicle model) - ( Desired Fork elevation - required to determine base mast specification).

Max Load Weight at elevationDesired Fork elevationMax Load Weight  to handle

Standard Pallet Block Pallet BasketDisposable Pallet

Disposable SkidParticle Skid Stacking FrameStandard Skid

Please  select all the load carriers that closely resemble the item to be  transported and stored by the VNA forklift.

Vehicle Model EK
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Please fill in the basic essential 
dimensions requested below in 
inches to fill in the vehicle 
dimensional drawing.  
  
Complete as many questions 
(dimensions) as possible for a 
comprehensive NO OBLIGATION 
quotation. Dimensions are 
populated in the drawings 
automatically.

RD

RR

LI

LH

Ast

GW

GH A5

A2

A3A4

TL

RH

TS

WT

TS

RD

RR

Ast

LI

LW

WT

A4

LH

Required Basic dimensions 
  
Please enter information in the  
boxes below
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Ast

RR

GW

LW

BL

A1

Ast3
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A2

RD

RH

RR

TS

TL

LI

LW

GW

GH

A5

Ast

A4

A3

A1LH

WT

BL

Load Height  ( includes pallet )

Load Insertion length  
( Load length includes product overhang  
of the pallet ) 

Load Width parallel to the aisle 
( Load width includes product overhang 
of the pallet )

Load Weight ( max load weight includes 
the weight of the pallet )

Rack Upright Height  

Top beam shelf height

Rack Upright depth

Rack Beam length 

Clear aisle space between uprights or rack beams ( steel to steel dimension )
Spacing must be greater than or equal to the ( AST ) clear aisle dimension.

Top of uppermost  stored load Clear aisle - between loads when loads overhang the rack  
or steel to steel when loads are inserted flush with the rack beam. 

Rail to rail dimension planned / existing

Guide Rail Height

Space between loads in a rack bay ( parallel to the aisle ) 

Distance from top of load to bottom of next beam level  ( lift off space )

Clear Space between loads in adjacent rack rows  ( back to back )

Load overhang - over rack beams (beyond upright depth RD)

Lowest shelf level  ( floor level = 0" )

FL

FW

FH

OT

OH

Storage area length

Storage area width

Storage area height

Travel path obstruction height

Lowest overhead obstruction  
in the storage area

Facility Information

Storage RACK Information

Load Information Spacing Information

From the smallest to the tallest with the most comprehensive line-up very narrow aisle vehicles, consult PMH for your VNA storage requirements.

Intersecting Aisle Ast3

Please enter all dimensions in inches
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A2

A3A4A4
Ast

A5

GH

GW

LH

LI

TS

RR

RH

RD

TL

BL

WT

LW

A1
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FL

FH OH

OT

FW
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Application form - request for vehicle specification & quotation.
If you have a unique application or simply would like to compare storage 
concepts - allow us to suggest and price quote our equipment. PMH is your one stop source for VNA vehicles and equipment.
We offer a wide variety of solutions  with the broadest range of vehicles. 
 
Upon completion of the form the preliminary vehicle dimensions will be displayed below. These are based on the layout and load dimensions supplied and remain subject to modification and engineering approval :
Ext
This form requires the use of Adobe Reader - to calculate & fill in the  vehicle dimensions  
Get Adobe Readere - https://get.adobe.com/reader/
 
ENTER the PALLET dimensions
Load may OVERHANG the pallet
ENTER the LOAD dimensions (required)
in order to obtain the recommended calculated  aisle size
Picture indicates the maximum uniform allowable load overhang dimension - based on the LOAD and PALLET dimensions entered
10"
Minimum Safety 
clearance dimension
Rack Beam
Load in 
Rack
Recommended Aisle - Ast 
based on  the LOAD size
Enter the LOAD - then the PALLET (Insertion / Width) dimensions.
 
This is used to determine the aisle size as well as determine the  width of the vehicle cabin & chassis. 
 
Other factors that may influence the aisle size and vehicle dimensions are floor conditions, lift height, capacity at elevation, very large or unstable loads.
Steinbock VNA Turret Trucks maintain their capacity ratings at higher elevations than conventional lifts and competiotrs. Please consider the maximum load weight at the desired elevation as well as the  lower storage regions. Please enter the Max Load weight and Fork elevation below. 
(Max Load Weight - required to determine base vehicle model) - ( Desired Fork elevation - required to determine base mast specification).
Please  select all the load carriers that closely resemble the item to be  transported and stored by the VNA forklift.
Please fill in the basic essential dimensions requested below in inches to fill in the vehicle dimensional drawing. 
 
Complete as many questions (dimensions) as possible for a comprehensive NO OBLIGATION quotation. Dimensions are populated in the drawings automatically.
Required Basic dimensions
 
Please enter information in the 
boxes below
Load Height  ( includes pallet )
Load Insertion length 
( Load length includes product overhang 
of the pallet ) 
Load Width parallel to the aisle
( Load width includes product overhang
of the pallet )
Load Weight ( max load weight includes
the weight of the pallet )
Rack Upright Height  
Top beam shelf height
Rack Upright depth
Rack Beam length 
Clear aisle space between uprights or rack beams ( steel to steel dimension )
Spacing must be greater than or equal to the ( AST ) clear aisle dimension.
Top of uppermost  stored load
Clear aisle - between loads when loads overhang the rack 
or steel to steel when loads are inserted flush with the rack beam. 
Rail to rail dimension planned / existing
Guide Rail Height
Space between loads in a rack bay ( parallel to the aisle ) 
Distance from top of load to bottom of next beam level  ( lift off space )
Clear Space between loads in adjacent rack rows  ( back to back )
Load overhang - over rack beams (beyond upright depth RD)
Lowest shelf level  ( floor level = 0" )
Storage area length
Storage area width
Storage area height
Travel path obstruction height
Lowest overhead obstruction 
in the storage area
Facility Information
Storage RACK Information
Load Information
Spacing Information
From the smallest to the tallest with the most comprehensive line-up very narrow aisle vehicles, consult PMH for your VNA storage requirements.
Intersecting Aisle 
Please enter all dimensions in inches
.\Rack&Aisle_Door.jpg
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PMH
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Selection guide for Narrow Aisle Vehicle systems
Wolfgang Nordhorn
Warehouse Systems
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	EmailSubmitButton1: 
	PrintButton1: 
	ResetButton1: 
	Name: 
	Project_Name: 
	Address: 
	Address_1: 
	City: 
	email: 
	State: AL
	PhoneNum: 
	FaxNum: 
	ZipCode: 
	Tel_Ext: 
	h9: 
	h3Gs: 
	h3s: 
	s - fork thickness: 3.1
	h2: 
	h1: 
	h12: 
	h6: 
	M1S - cabin front to center point of turret: 
	Overhangx: 
	Wheelbase: 
	Overhangx1: 
	L: 
	Minimum clear working aisle dimension either existing measured across the narrow working aisle or planned - LOAD to LOAD when product overhangs the rack or STEEL to STEEL when product is flush with the rack beam. Minimum dimension must be 18" plus the load insertion length. Picture shows load equal to pallet length ( No Product overhang on the pallet - but shows load overhanging the rack beam by the ( A4 ) dimension. : 18
	Load insertion length note this dimension includes load overhang - use the max load size to be stored in the system. The load length should be 18" less than the clear aisle space ( AST ) - generally this allows 10" for the turret head and 4" of safety clearance to either side of the vehicle as it travels down the narrow aisle.: 
	Enter the Load width in inches, must be equal to or greater than the pallet width dimension facing the working aisle. The width is generally the side where forks are inserted into the pallet. Careful the load dimension may be greater than the supporting pallet. The load width is used to determine the turret head pivot point and has an influence on the load capacity / aisle dimension for very wide loads.: 
	B: 0.00000000
	Wa: 
	VehicleModel: 
	Enter the pallet length dimension inserted into the rack - this field is for the pallet length ONLY - NOT the load sitting on the pallet ( see field under the load dimensions ) - helps to determine how the pallet sits on the rack beam when loaded.: 
	Enter the pallet width dimension facing the narrow aisle - this field is for the pallet width ONLY - DO NOT include the load width ( see field under the load dimensions ) - helps to determine and check the rack beam length. : 
	Load height including pallet or skid to check the clear warehouse height and overall lift height of the vehicle (ceiling / obstruction clearance ): 
	Calculate ( Load Length minus Pallet Length divide by 2 ) and enter unless overhang is unequal then enter individual values.: 0.00000000
	Calculate ( Load width minus Pallet width divide by 2 ) and enter unless overhang is unequal enter individual values.: 0.00000000
	Please enter or select the type of pallet supporting the load from the drop box.: 
	Please select a load description from the drop down box : 
	Please select the overhang description that suits the maximum load configuration.: 
	Select this option if the rack system will support various load sizes.: 
	Select or enter the maximum load weight to handle at elevation.: 
	Enter the desired fork elevation.: 
	Select or enter a maximum load weight.: 
	Standard_Pallet: 0
	Block_Pallet: 0
	Basket: 0
	Disposable_Pallet: 0
	Disposable_Skid: 0
	Particle_Skid: 0
	Stacking_Frame: 0
	Standard_Skid: 0
	Rack upright depth generally are greater or equal to the pallet insertion dimension (smaller loads would require decking or support). Dimension used to check against load / pallet size and plan facility layout.: 
	Distance between uprights measured across the narrow aisle,  greater or equal to the clear aisle ( Ast ) dimension.: 
	Guide rail application - clear distance between guide rails either existing or planned.: 
	For guide rail applications only, this dimension is the existing or planned rail height . Normally a 4" high angle iron is sufficient. Leave blank or 0 for wire guided applications.: 
	Lowest storage height - most cases this will be the floor location 0" or enter the top of the bottom beam height.: 
	Enter the clear height available between the top of the load and the bottom of the beam above it. Check load height and clear lift off space for the specified load weight and load handler. Telescopic forks and different size standard forks may deflect more from the standard supplied fork which has a 2 degree upward inclination that maintains a load levelness when loaded.: 
	Enter the clear back to back spacing between loads. This dimension allows  loads that may have shifted / sprinkler or fire protection requirements and basic house keeping.: 
	nter the entire load/pallet overhang dimension protruding into the aisle beyond the rack structure ( normally overhang is spaced evenly to overhang both front and rear beams ) - used to check the aisle spacing. The clear aisle is an important dimension which determines the vehicle chassis and cabin - this also has a direct influence on the capacity of the vehicle.: 
	Top height of elevated load. Should be less than the ceiling height.: 
	Rack upright height must be great or equal to the top shelf height TS dimension.: 
	Top shelf height used to determine the lift height of the vehicle. Important to remember that turret trucks do NOT utilize tilt. Recommended lift off height above the top beam is 10 - 12 inches.: 
	Load weight at elevation. The EK vehicles carry rated loads at higher elevations than competitors. There are 7 base capacity models to select from. Unlike counter-balanced forklifts EK vehicle base capacities are rated at higher elevations. See load specific page to enter maximum load weight - load weight at elevation, product configuration, individual load / pallet dimensions.: 
	Rack beam length incorporates the number of loads to be stored on the shelf x the load width LW plus space between the loads and the uprights A1 as indicated in the drawing.: 
	Enter the space allowed between loads and the uprights, the length of the beam should equal to = number of pallets times the load width added to the number of spaces times the dimension A1. : 
	Planned Intersecting Aisle dimension - this dimension is subject to change with the actual selected vehicle specifications. Wire guided vehicle should consider acquiring the wire outside of the working aisle. Rail guided vehicles should consider the entry funnel guide rail in determining the intersecting aisle.: 
	Facility storage area dimension. Length of the aisle or rack row used to determine individual through put cycle times together with the lift height requirement.: 
	Facility storage area dimension. Width of the storage area - number of aisles and rack rows used to determine through put cycle times and number of vehicles required to handle the movement.: 
	Facility storage area dimension. Storage area ceiling height - check overall extended height of the vehicle against lift height requirement and ceiling height or obstructions.: 
	Facility storage area dimension. Overhead path obstruction height outside of the working aisle - may require sensors or limitations such as restricting lift height outside of the rack area to aid in avoidance of these obstructions. : 
	Facility storage area dimension. Overhead path obstruction height inside of the working aisle - may require sensors or limitations such as restricting lift height or speed restrictions in defined zones in the narrow working aisle to aid in avoidance of these obstructions. : 



